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Perkins Genuine 320D C6.4 Computer Board ECU 331-7539 331-7540 281-70119 is 
new and programmed with Good quality for D serial ,which reads various sensor outputs 
and controls the necessary systems to provide optimal engine performance in Cat heavy 
equipment operations.The computer board ECU match up the part number Perkins 
Genuine 320D C6.4 Computer Board ECU 331-7539 331-7540 281-70119. Please 
confirm your engine Model and machine model before placing an order. Please send us 
the nameplate of the machine or serial number which is necessary for the program. Get a 
price by writing to us. 
CAT Excavator Spare Parts 320D E320D C6.4 Engine Controller 331-7539 
ECU 3317539 is Packed in standard export packing under customer's 
requirement. 

Product details: 

1. Perkins controller digger computer excavator 

control ECU. 2. Apply to CAT 312D 313D 319D 320D C4.4 C6.4 

3. Part number: 331-7539 331-7540 281-70119 

4. Original brand new condition with program 

5. Function: Engine control unit. 

 

If you want to Programming For Plug and play then programming according to 
your Engine,Please provide the engine nameplate. 

 

 

Perkins Genuine 320D C6.4 
Computer Board ECU 331-7539 
331-7540 281-70119 

SWAFLY is a leading China excavator ECU 

supplier and exporter. Adhering to the pursuit of 

perfect quality of products, so that our computer 

board such as Perkins Genuine 320D C6.4 

Computer Board ECU 331-7539 331-7540 281-

70119 have been satisfied by many customers. 

Extreme quality raw materials, high performance 

and competitive price are what every customer 

wants, and that's also what we can offer you. Of 

course, also essential is our perfect after-sales 

service. If you are interested in our computer 

board services , you can consult us now, we will 

reply to you in time! 
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